
The future is exciting...

Ready?

Our Guide: Journey to 
Cloud
Cloud Readiness, Transition, Transformation & Migration



An Introduction 

Journey to Cloud
“Cloud migration”, “Cloud transition”, “Cloud transformation” - all fall under the scope of processes in the 
‘Journey to Cloud’. When you choose ESyn3rgy as your technology partner, our technical services team 
will provide a fully managed Cloud journey, transitioning your data and infrastructure using the latest 
technologies.

In this guide, we explain the guiding principles and methodologies that our technical experts at ESyn3rgy 
have used to successfully implement and deliver Cloud transformation, transition, and migration projects. As 
Cloud migration experts in the United Kingdom, ESyn3rgy are also a G-Cloud 12 provider, and have specialised 
in the delivery of projects that present complex challenges. Equipped with public and private sector expertise, 
ESyn3rgy have reinforced this knowledge with a toolset that removes obstacles and ensures a successful 
‘Journey to Cloud’. We are steadfast in our mantra that it is not the ‘what’ but the ‘how’ that is vital in ensuring 
success.

Some of the things you can find in this guide include: 

• Benefits of migrating to the Cloud 

• The options for migrating to the Cloud 

• Steps to ensuring a successful ‘Journey to Cloud’

• Delivering key Cloud capabilities

• Choosing the right Cloud service provider 

• What you need to consider before migrating 
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Cost optimisation is the primary 
reason for 47% of enterprises’ 
Cloud migration
Source: OpsRamp, Skyhigh Networks, Directive 2021



Part 1

Benefits of migrating to the Cloud
Although we recognise that Cloud migration can be complex, the benefits of migrating to Cloud are 
overriding: security, agility, mobility and lower IT costs among them. Organisations are facing the pressures 
to address issues with “end-of-life” on-premises legacy systems, increasing data storage requirements, or 
regulatory compliance (i.e. Disaster Recovery), as well as other mounting costs associated with improving IT 
efficiency.

The question isn’t ‘if ’ you should 
migrate, it’s ‘when’, and ‘how’

Cost Savings
In theory, a Cloud approach should offer 
considerable cost savings. It also offers 
the ability to move from traditional capital 
expenditure to operational expenditure. The 
ability to ‘flex’ the amount of compute power 
being accessed means that organisations only 
pay for what is being used. However, there are 
circumstances were Cloud costs can be greater. 
ESyn3rgy offers a Cloud feasibility review prior 
to embarking on any project to ensure that 
there is a suitable return in investment from 
both a financial and operational perspective.

Security
There are many complexities that surround the 
creation of an effective cyber security strategy. 
There are the number of component parts 
that constitute a cohesive approach and of 
course, the threat itself continues to change. 
Cloud offers the assurance of all aspects of 
the infrastructure being up to date and with 
the addition of optional 24x7 monitoring/
threat management via the ESyn3rgy Security 
Operations Centre, there is peace of mind.

Flexibility
Organisations only have a finite amount 
of time to split between all of their many 
responsibilities. On-premise infrastructure 
can typically force a commitment of too much 
time being dedicated to compute and data-
storage issues, diverting focus from achieving 
operational goals and service improvement 
initiatives. Cloud offers businesses more 
flexibility overall. Should extra bandwidth 
be required, Cloud-based services can meet 
demand instantly, rather than undertaking 
complex (and often expensive) updates to your 
IT infrastructure.

The key benefits of considering a Cloud or Hybrid Cloud strategy can be summarised as follows:
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Mobility
Cloud is a key (and critical) enabler of mobile 
access to corporate data, irrespective of 
location of device, in a controlled and secure 
manner.

Quality Control
Inconsistent data acts as a very real hindrance 
to organisations. Cloud document storage 
ensures data is in one place and in a single 
format. You are able to maintain consistency 
in data, avoid human error and have a clear 
record of any revisions or updates.

Automatic Software Updates 
Cloud applications are automatically 
updated. This replaces the need for internal 
IT departments to perform a manual process 
across potentially multiple servers and end 
points. This saves valuable IT staff time.

Insight
Data is the most valuable asset that any 
organisation possesses. Cloud-based storage 
solutions offer integrated analytics of your data 
which in turn provide powerful insights.

Disaster Recovery
No matter how much control exists within an 
organisation, there will always be events that 
are completely outside of our control. Cloud 
services provide rapid data recovery, for all 
kinds of emergencies, from natural disasters to 
power outages, in the most cost-efficient way 
possible.

Sustainability
Cloud infrastructures support environmental 
pro-activity, powering virtual services rather 
than physical products and hardware which 
have a lower carbon footprint.

Increased Collaboration 
Team members can view and share 
information easily and securely across a Cloud-
based platform. Collaboration is possible 
without a Cloud solution, but it is more difficult 
to implement and therefore less effective.

Loss Prevention
Valuable data is frequently distributed across 
multiple on-premise servers and desktop 
devices. If local hardware experiences a 
problem, you might end up permanently 
losing your data. With a Cloud solution, all 
data is held safely and securely, accessible 
irrespective of individual component failures.

78% of workloads are running on a 
hosted cloud service in 2021
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Cloud types – what’s the difference? 
Basically, the only difference is who owns 
the infrastructure. Otherwise, it’s the 
same thing



Part 2

The Options for Migrating to the Cloud 
We know that no two journeys are the same, and each organisation will begin its ‘Journey to Cloud’ at a 
different place, with different requirements, challenges and deliverables. 

For one organisation, their strategy may involve keeping some workloads in the Cloud; and keep others on-
premise; or, for another, to migrate workloads little-by-little until what worked in theory can work in practice 
on a larger scale. What’s key is to determine the end-point, where your organisation wants to finish at the end 
of the ‘Journey to Cloud’.

We understand there is not a one 
size that fits all

The finishing point will probably change over time as your organisation progresses on its ‘Journey to Cloud’ 
maturity. In order to achieve success, our migration team will help you choose the type of Cloud environment 
that is best by carefully assessing your business objectives and then applying our industry and technical 
expertise to transform the way your business operates with the Cloud as its foundation.
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Public Cloud
Public Cloud environments are typically created from IT 
infrastructure not owned by the end user. Some of the largest 
Public Cloud providers include Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web 
Services (AWS), Google Cloud, IBM Cloud, and Microsoft Azure. 

The Cloud service provider is responsible for the management, 
maintenance, and security of their data centre, while 
the customer (business) is responsible for the security of 
applications and data deployed in the Public Cloud. The bare-
metal IT infrastructure used by Public Cloud providers can also 
be abstracted and sold as IaaS, or it can be developed into a 
Cloud platform sold as PaaS.

Private Cloud
Private Clouds are loosely defined an isolated section of 
a Cloud service provider’s Public Cloud. Businesses using 
a Private Cloud enjoy the same flexibility, scalability, and 
reliability of a Public Cloud, but with higher levels of security 
and privacy. The trade-off for this Cloud migration option is 
cost and a higher management overhead.

Hybrid Cloud
A Hybrid Cloud environment is one in which the business 
operates an on-premises infrastructure and at least one Public 
or Private Cloud with some degree of integration between the 
two. An infrastructure becomes a Hybrid Cloud when apps 
can move in and out of multiple separate—yet connected—
environments. At least a few of those environments need to 
be sourced from consolidated IT resources that can scale on 
demand. And all those environments need to be managed 
as a single environment using an integrated management 
and orchestration platform. Most businesses fall into this type 
when they start on their ‘Journey to Cloud’.

Multi-Cloud
A Multi-Cloud environment is one in which the business uses 
more than one Public and Private Clouds from a range of 
service providers. The benefits of operating in a Multi-Cloud 
environment include access to a wider range of services, a 
higher level of idleness, and the option to switch from one 
provider to another whenever it’s financially beneficial. 

There are four types of Cloud environment—Public Cloud, Private Cloud, Multi-Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud.

The average business runs 38% 
of workloads in Public and 41% 
in Private Cloud
Source: RightScale 2021
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Automation is the key to removing the 
potential for human error. Cloud migration isn’t 
a security trade-off. Companies can benefit 
from the built-in Cloud security



Part 3

Critical factors to ensure a successful 
Journey to Cloud
In order to ensure a successful Journey to Cloud, there are three critical factors required: The right processes 
(steps); the right people, and the right technology. ESyn3rgy is equipped with tools, capabilities and 
experience to help you navigate your Journey to Cloud.

The right processes (steps); the right 
people, and the right technology

Cloud Readiness
We will carefully assess your business objectives and work with your organisation to identify 
your current position and how your next steps to migrate into the Cloud will evolve. We will 
design and plan the transformation activities and work collaboratively with you and your team 
to ensure a smooth and seamless transition and migration, through a series of five tested and 
proven steps:
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Onboarding
Onboarding starts with a Cloud Readiness Assessment so that ESyn3rgy can understand 
where we can add the most value to your organisation. The assessment looks at the current 
infrastructure set up and evaluates your capability and the desired target operating model. 
Once the assessment is complete, the outcome of this is shared with the recommended Cloud 
Service Offerings to assist you on your change journey. Once your tailored service requirement 
has been defined, we initiate a project to implement your service and get it running into a 
Service Ready state so that the service can commence.

Current 
Location

Destination 
- Cloud

Step 1

Discovery Migration
Strategy

Grouping &
Scheduling

Migration
Planning

Migration
Execution

An inventory of all 
software and its 
dependencies is 

created using 
non-intrusive 

discovery tools

Migration strategies 
for all applications 
and dependencies 

are created

Applications are 
grouped and each 

has a migration 
schedule that is 

aligned with 
required availability

A run book is 

cut-over activities, 
required resource 

and risk mitigation

Initiate run book 
with checkpoint 

validation to 
ensure success and 

operational 
sign-off

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

�ourney to CloudJourney to Cloud
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Implementation Plan - Transformation / Migration / Transition Specialists
ES3 Technical Teams will engage with your business and develop a long-term strategic road 
map to achieve a Cloud first solution using latest technologies with agile implementations and 
allowing a smooth transition. ESyn3rgy recognises that no two Cloud journeys are the same, but 
the high-level phases will typically follow the same journey where we work with you to identify, 
prioritise, and establish a set of fundamental Cloud functions and services. Implementation 
includes:

• Migration
• Service Transition
• Training

Cloud Services in Operation
In the ES3 Cloud operating model, we work in partnership with you to understand your goals 
and establish a structure that will achieve them. During the Cloud Readiness Assessment, 
we will evaluate what is currently in place and complement it with ESyn3rgy Cloud Service 
Elements as defined. Day to day business as usual tasks will be created around key elements 
such as Antivirus scanning, Infrastructure monitoring, Back up and Cloud Storage. Our 
dedicated Service Desk will be available for you and your teams, to support with any service-
related queries.

 

Transition
Transitioning tasks will be defined and planned to ensure a seamless hand over of service from 
the ES3 Cloud to the chosen infrastructure with all offboarding tasks agreed, to mitigate any 
potential disruption to the service. 
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66% of enterprises already have a central 
Cloud team or a Cloud center of excellence



Part 41

Delivering key Cloud capabilities
ESyn3rgy is uniquely able to deliver an end-to-end spectrum of ‘as-a-Service solutions’.

89% of companies use SaaS 
4/5 companies use IaaS
2/3 use PaaS

Application Delivery as a Service
ESyn3rgy provides a complete service for 
the packaging of applications. The service 
provides technical analysis of the applications 
to be packaged/virtualised, packaging and 
virtualisation to the portfolio, extensive testing 
and release for Cloud/hybrid platform roll-out. 
Each application is provided with a full Service 
Passport in line with customer standards/
requirements.

Architecture as a Service
ESyn3rgy’s Architecture as a Service provides 
an outsourced on-demand flexible workforce of 
highly skilled architects. This gives customers 
access to a scalable pool of architecture 
services that cover application, infrastructure, 
security, and enterprise architecture on a call 
off basis.

Cyber Security Managed Services
ESyn3rgy’s Cyber Security team comprising 
of CISSP and CISM certified professionals 
can provide a fully managed and monitored 
security service which can be tailored to 
customer requirements.
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Local Support Services
ESyn3rgy’s Local Support Service provides 
professional and scalable support services to 
assist you with your Cloud journey. Offering 
a full range of services from basic technical 
assistance through to a service that is tailored 
to each customer’s requirements.

Service Delivery Management
ESyn3rgy’s Service Delivery Management 
provides a professional and scalable offering 
a full range of services from basic supplier 
management through to a service that is 
tailored to each customer’s requirements.

Managed Service Desk
ESyn3rgy’s Managed Service Desk provides 
a professional and scalable single point 
of contact offering a full range of services 
from basic logging of incidents through to 
a service that is tailored to each customer’s 
requirements.

Cloud Infrastructure
Cloud infrastructure enables your organisation 
to quickly adapt to current demands without 
impacting operational performance, in the 
most cost effective and secure way. This will 
increase your business resilience, reduce 
physical space within offices/data centres and 
reduce uptime in setting up new servers to 
meet demand.

Project Management as a Service
ESyn3rgy’s Project Management Office 
(PMO) service is tailored to specific customer 
requirements and operated as a managed 
service. Providing governance, management 
processes, tools, and resources to ensure that 
delivery teams are supported and enabled to 
succeed. 

Cloud/Server Backup and Recovery
ESyn3rgy provides Cloud based solutions for 
backing up your on-premise or Cloud native 
solutions creating a seamless and efficient 
recovery service regardless of geographic 
location. This increases your data assurance. 
Back-up Management can be automated and 
data stored in a convenient and shared location 
for you to access anytime from anywhere.

IaaS is the fastest-growing Cloud 
spending service with a 5-year 
CAGR of 33.7% 
Source: IDC 2021
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Antivirus, Anti-Malware, and 
Endpoint Protection
ES3 Cloud-based Antivirus and Anti-malware 
detects and blocks any threats to your systems 
and removes them, limiting any damage to 
operations/files. This will in return provide 
a safe and efficient environment. Optional 
solutions can be adopted that will also allow 
you to restrict staff from accessing social 
websites during core work hours allowing staff 
to focus on the job-in-hand.

Endpoint protection ensures a secure process 
in managing and accessing from your devices 
such as smart phones, laptops, tablets or 
desktops. This will provide your business 
protection against data loss, data corruption 
and data breaches irrespective of their location, 
network or domain connection.

Desktop EUD Design and 
Implementation
ESyn3rgy offers a hosted Desktop application 
called the MyView Platform. This remote 
desktop solution (linked with a Microsoft Office 
365 license) increases productivity, ease of 
access to key files and documents along with 
desktop specific applications. This allows your 
teams to work from anywhere if they have 
internet access, through their smart phone, 
tablet, laptop or even a borrowed device (if 
theirs were to be lost or broken) with complete 
data security.

System Information, Vulnerability 
and Monitoring
ESyn3rgy believes that Security Operations 
should be focused on one thing and one thing 
only – the identification of potentially malicious 
activity within customer environments. Internal 
Security Operation teams are distracted by 
tasks that do not contribute to this goal. 

ES3 consultants are highly skilled Security 
Operations Centre analysts that are free 
from distraction so they can focus their time 
and energy on finding indications of threat 
or compromise. This is achieved through a 
combination of extensive cyber knowledge, 
years of experience and significant investment 
in technology platforms.

Exchange to M365 Migration
ES3 Exchange to M365 provides a service to plan, migrate, and deploy your mail migration in a safe 
and secure way without impacting your day to day operations. ESyn3rgy will conduct a discovery 
session, assessing your current infrastructure and defining the scope of the migration. A migration 
plan will be developed and tailored to your requirements. ES3 will complete your mail migration 
seamlessly and without impacting the day-to-day running of your operations, keeping you informed 
every step of the way.

Moving from Exchange to M365 will not only deliver you costs savings but will also facilitate greater 
flexibility whilst meeting the ever-growing demands of email without having to worry about the 
increasing volumes of archiving and storage.

Cloud based Disaster Recovery / 
Business Continuity
ESyn3rgy can support organisations in being 
prepared for Disaster Recovery (DR) and 
Business Continuity (BC). We can provide Cloud 
solutions to allow your organisation to continue 
working securely during a critical event. We will 
assess your operational needs and tailor a plan, 
deploy and deliver activities meeting your DR 
and BC requirements.

The ES3 Service Desk provides 24-hour, 7 days 
monitoring and support. The Service Desk 
operates under Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) time frame for complete assurance. 
Furthermore, you will be provided with 
contractual and agreed Recovery Point 
Objectives(RPO) and Recovery Time Objectives 
(RTO).
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VoIP Solutions – On-premise to VoIP
If you have an on-premise Private Branch Exchange (PBX), ES3 can 
support you in moving the functionality to the Cloud. This means you 
will be able to connect to a hosted system which uses secure Cloud 
data centres, allowing calls to be received not only to desk phones but 
smart phones or laptop/desktop devices.

ESyn3rgy can handle all your VoIP Telephony Migration including 
porting from your current service provider through to designing your 
new call routing and transitioning the service into full support.
We can also implement Microsoft Teams automatic compliance 
recording to align with industry requirements for financial and legal 
organisations. Cloud storage for these recordings can be handled 
within Azure or a similar Cloud target platform with built in analytics 
to search key words and tones. This additional feature also captures 
screen share, video and voice calls, all internal calls, and chats along 
with reporting as required.

This service will allow you to:

Be flexible – meeting your business demands of upscaling or down 
scaling providing you with a quick and easy way to add/remove staff 
and their associated license

Reduce cost – Licensing often runs on a month by month subscription 
so no long-term contracts as with many on-premise telephony 
systems. This will also remove unnecessary hardware which is no longer 
required under this new modern way of working.

Cloud Software Offerings
ESyn3rgy works with a range of providers in terms 
of licencing, software, and Cloud hosting options. 
These allow us to reduce your ongoing costs and 
improve the license lifecycle ensuring simple, secure 
renewals.
We can support in delivering any of the below (our 
software portfolio is being constantly expanded) 
allowing you to integrate into your organisation, 
providing flexibility in a secure Cloud-based model:

• Dynamics
• Power BI
• Exchange to M365
• Azure
• Teams/Teams Meeting Rooms
• Intune and Autopilot
• SCCM
• SharePoint
• Microsoft Partner
• Skype for Business
• Zoom
• Mimecast

The Big Trio in Cloud – 
AWS, Azure, & Google 
Cloud
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70% of the companies that offer financial 
services are still in the early stages of 
Cloud adoption
Source: InformationAge 2021



Part 5 1

Choosing the right Cloud Service Provider 
ESyn3rgy’s Cloud solutions provide organisations with access to Enterprise level infrastructure, service, 
security, availability, and monitoring. The overhead associated with traditional infrastructure delivery is 
removed and organisations can operate with the assurance of guaranteed service availability. The Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) has become the new key focus for infrastructure/ partner selection.

When you choose ESyn3rgy as your technology partner, our technical services team will provide a fully 
managed Cloud journey, transitioning your data and infrastructure using the latest technologies.

These can be delivered on a variety of platforms including Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS), hosted on:

 • Microsoft 365
 • Microsoft Azure Services
 • Amazon Web Service (AWS)
 • Google
 • Oracle
 • IBM

Success means choosing the right 
partner
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Key Tools and Technical 
Specifications
ESyn3rgy can work with your preferred toolsets. 
We have extensive working experience with:

• Azure
• ABW
• Microsoft Office
• Sophos
• Mimecast
• MacAfee
• Qualys
• SolarWinds
• VoIP
• System Centre Configuration Manager 

(SCCM)
• Microsoft Endpoint Configuration 

Manager (MECM)
• Dynamics
• Teams
• Zoom
• Skype

Business Continuity
From the inception of ESyn3rgy, Business 
Continuity planning has been an area of 
specialism established as a direct derivative 
of our Cloud/Infrastructure as a Service 
and Cyber Security capabilities. There 
are many product focussed Business 
Continuity solutions that offer a ‘component 
part’ methodology that, whilst strong in 
their individual rights, do not provide an 
overarching, coherent strategy.

A Business Continuity plan should encompass 
technology, processes and people. This will 
ensure that entire operational processes 
are resilient and capable of withstanding 
both foreseen and unforeseen events. Risk is 
mitigated.

Fully supported and solely 
responsible Account Manager for 
your Cloud Business Office
The services provided by ESyn3rgy are 
underpinned by a dedicated Account Manager. 
This ensures that service delivery is always of 
the highest quality and subjected to proactive 
monitoring. We are therefore able to deliver an 
ethos of perpetual service improvement. 

The ESyn3rgy Account Manager will, by fully 
understanding your departments’ needs and 
collaborating closely with Senior Leadership 
Team/Service Owners, be charged with 
delivering a positive customer experience and 
being a point of contact for requirements, 
service improvements and for any escalation.

Your ES3 Account Manager will be on hand 
during your digital journey and will coordinate 
the following:

• Quarterly service reviews
• Technology updates
• Innovations
• Strategic roadmap
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Standard Service Levels
The SLA serves as both the blueprint and 
warranty for the Journey to Cloud. The SLA 
sets expectations for both parties and acts as 
the roadmap for change in the cloud service 
– both expected changes and surprises. Just 
as any IT project would have a roadmap with 
clearly defined deliverables, an SLA is equally 
critical for working with cloud infrastructure.

Security
ESyn3rgy has UK Government Security Cleared 
staff, and have attained Cyber Essentials Plus 
accreditation and is ready to assist with your 
change journey.
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At ESyn3rgy, we practice what we preach
so we are able to provide clients with assurance of quality
from first point of contact to the delivery of a tailored service



Part 61

What you need to consider before 
migrating 
The ‘Journey to Cloud’ can be complex as organisations are facing many challenges of the digital 
transformation age:  

• The pressures to address issues with “end-of-life” on-premises legacy systems
• Increasing data storage requirements
• Data and cyber security
• Disaster recovery
• Escalating costs associated with improving IT efficiency
• IT budgets out of synch with demand 
• Operating in a global environment 
• Ensuring seamless connectivity among different technologies, platforms and assets 
• Increasing internal and external customer expectations 
• The need for an agile, always-on environment 
• Transitioning people, processes and tools to a cloud-powered operating model

The significant reasons for migrating to the Cloud 
are scalability, increased effectiveness, faster 
implementation, mobility, and disaster recovery
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Innovate and consider all 
opportunities
Although the initial objective may be linear, 
there may be other options for migration 
that benefit from reduced cost, increased 
performance, or enhanced security. Adjusting 
the Cloud migration strategy as necessary, is 
vital so that is flexible to allow for changes to 
be made as issues develop and solutions are 
scoped. Just as the Cloud is always evolving, 
so should the organisation’s cloud migration 
strategy.

Train Employees and provide 
Executive support
Employees in the organisation may want to 
cling to what they know, creating roadblocks 
in the Journey to Cloud. Equipping employees 
to develop the skill sets required to support 
the migration is a great way to mitigate their 
fears. A strategy for accelerating the Journey 
to Cloud is providing top-down support. The 
CIO/CTO role is always evolving, and now 
more than ever, technology executives need 
to supported by providing clarity of purpose, 
aligning business and technical objectives on 
desired outcomes, and making (or breaking) 
new rules. 

Create a Centre of Excellence
The initial steps on your organisation’s ‘Journey 
to Cloud’ must be focused, and tension or 
derailment between teams should be avoided. 
With the Cloud taking away much of the heavy 
lifting associated with traditional infrastructure, 
the line between internal teams becomes 
fuzzy. It’s important to appoint stakeholders to 
serve on this multi-disciplinary team who are 
empowered to steer Cloud strategy and ensure 
that you can cover the non-technical factors 
too. 

These concerns can be resolved with the right people, right processes, and right 
technology; but, for businesses just starting on their cloud journeys, knowing what’s 
right can be difficult. Here is where ESyn3rgy steps in with tested and proven best 
practices for the Journey to Cloud. Besides methodologies and technology, here are 
3 best practices that will assist in delivering results on the ‘Journey to Cloud’:
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Summary

Not whether, but how, and when
The question then is no longer whether you should embark on a ‘Journey to the Cloud’ to 
drive transformation for your organisation, but rather what to do and how you should do 
it. Targeting the right applications to be first-movers and identifying the best migration or 
transformation path for each application, requires an analysis of workloads, business needs, 
and technical complexities. We’d like to help make your ‘Journey to Cloud’ easier, so you can 
experience the cost efficiency, agility and innovation benefits of the Cloud, faster.



About ESyn3rgy
ESyn3rgy was established to address a need in the industry. High quality, business improving

IT has never been more accessible but, all too frequently its implementation is flawed by a
marketplace that is dominated by the ‘What’ rather than the ‘How’.

ESyn3rgy emphasise on the ‘How’ and this is what sets us apart. We are able to provide you
with access to Enterprise standard IT services without the associated costs applied in such a

way that success is assured, and completeness achieved.

Support +44 (0) 1604 807 020 | support@es3cloud.com
Sales Enquiries +44(0) 203 598 4007 | info@es3cloud.com

www.es3cloud.com

The Hayloft, Pury Hill Business Park,
Towcester, Northamptonshire, NN12 7LS,

United Kingdom


